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Abstract—This paper presents the development of a versatile software framework enabling the multiform and seamless evaluation of distributed systems: from fast and flexible simulation to actual system execution. The OpenStack datacenter resource management infrastructure is considered as the main entry point of the proposed framework. Since the technological bridge between OpenStack and systems in production already exists, we propose a similar bridge to the popular SimGrid distributed system simulator. This way, actual system resources, and abstract SimGrid system models can be managed uniformly from the OpenStack environment. This paves the way to the multiform design exploration of distributed systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Context

Distributed computing has been widely present in a number of computing infrastructures, encountered in high-performance and cloud computing domains. Among the major issues related to these systems, we mention the resource allocation problem, which aims at optimizing important metrics such as computation performance, energy consumption, quality-of-service, etc. To address these challenges, some high-level approaches have been proposed in the literature to accelerate and facilitate the design space exploration [1]. These approaches often rely on simulators capable of capturing the system features up to some degree of precision corresponding to the tolerated abstraction assumptions. To validate the conclusions obtained from these abstract reasoning supports, a full-fledged implementation is usually required which can reveal tedious, at least from the engineering cost point of view.

B. Addressed problem

In the present work, we focus on this specific engineering question, by experimenting the connection of a cloud management technology used in production, together with a simulator. We then create a framework continuum that seamlessly enables us to manage either real distributed computing infrastructures or the corresponding abstract simulators. The aim is to automate multi-target experiments depending on the design phase and system scalability. Typically, in early design phases, one would like to evaluate different options pertaining to the choice of adequate system components (servers, memory, interconnect, etc.) to meet the user requirements. On the other hand, for systems with hundreds or thousands of computing nodes, it is often costly to set them up for experiments. Therefore, having fast simulators capable of modeling such large-scale systems is highly desirable.

C. Contribution

The main contribution of this paper is a versatile software framework that enables the multiform and seamless evaluation of distributed systems: from fast and flexible simulation to actual system execution. To make it possible, the OpenStack standard software infrastructure is considered as the entry point of the proposed framework. It is usually deployed for datacenter resources (compute, storage and networking) management in production, through a dashboard or a dedicated API. Since the technological bridge between OpenStack and systems in production already exists, we focus here on the definition of a similar bridge to the popular SimGrid distributed system simulator. This way, actual system resources, and abstract SimGrid system models can be managed uniformly from OpenStack perspective. This paves the way for the multiform design exploration of distributed systems.

D. Outline

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II first discusses a few related studies; then, Section III describes the overall design approach of the proposed multiform software framework; Section IV focuses on the implementation of the bridge between OpenStack and SimGrid; Section V presents very preliminary evaluation results validating the implemented bridge; finally, Section VI gives some concluding remarks and opens future research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

The design space exploration of distributed systems has been addressed following different approaches. For instance, very active research has been devoted to cloud infrastructure simulators [1] [2]. The GreenCloud simulator [3] has been proposed for the evaluation of energy consumption in cloud communications. A fine-grained energy characterization of datacenter IT equipment (servers, network switches, and links) is leveraged by the tool. The GridSim simulator [4] enables the modeling and simulation of heterogeneous grid resources (both time- and space-shared), users and application
models. The CloudSim simulator [5] builds on the same simulation internals as GridSim, but exposes specific interfaces for simulating systems that support cloud services such as virtual machines (VMs), service brokers, and provisioning policies. In addition, it provides visualization support for the management of these concepts. The iCanCloud simulator [6] is another alternative devoted to the definition and integration of brokering policies enabling to minimize the user cost for public cloud infrastructures. Beyond all these simulators, SimGrid [7] certainly provides the most advanced solution by covering the simulation of a variety of large-scale distributed systems, e.g. grid, cloud, high-performance computing, and peer-to-peer systems. Thanks to its rich design and simulation features, we decided to select it for our proposed framework.

While the software engineering problem addressed in the current work could be solved with a mainstream model-driven engineering approach such as in [8], we rather consider a pragmatic approach as in co-simulation tools [9]. The main challenge in our case is the definition of a sound bridge between the connected frameworks, i.e. OpenStack and SimGrid.

III. OVERALL APPROACH

The proposed approach consists of a versatile framework relying on the OpenStack platform, an open-source cloud computing platform (see Figure 1).

It manages both real or simulated cloud infrastructures as depicted in Figure 1. It aims at providing a flexible implementation enabling design scalability upon a rich set of features. This favored by OpenStack, which supports cloud infrastructures via an automatic deployment facility (allowing to scale infrastructure if needed). In particular, it provides an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) solution through a variety of complementary services that run on any hardware platform. Each service offers an Application Programming Interface (API) that facilitates its integration. A comprehensive documentation on OpenStack is made available on its dedicated website. A very active community of users frequently provides useful insights on the platform.

The challenge in creating such a framework is to unify two tools of different nature. OpenStack works on actual systems in real-time, while SimGrid is a simulation tool assuming a simulated time. Then, a time synchronization is needed between both tools in order to obtain a consistent co-execution. Moreover, time scaling approaches could be used to reduce the simulation time, while keeping precision.

A. OpenStack

From a technical point of view, OpenStack is divided into a number of projects. The most important projects represent the core set while other projects are optional but might be useful in several cases of deployment. The principle of such a deployment is the separation of two concerns: on the one hand, the controller nodes in charge of management services and, on the other hand, the computing nodes responsible for orchestrating the hypervisor and the executive parts of services. Note that virtual machines (VMs) are hosted on compute nodes.

Beyond these two fundamental node types, specific nodes for storage and networking could be deployed as well. Thanks to all these available features, one can deploy OpenStack by configuring a large panel of facilities, going from the operating system to the database system. Nevertheless, this deployment process may be sometimes tedious due to the rich setting parameter space.

Considered OpenStack services. We use a subset of OpenStack services. This subset is briefly described as follows:

- Nova: it is part of compute services and provides massively scalable, on-demand, self-service access to compute resources, including bare metal, virtual machines, and containers. Nova straightforwardly supports the following hypervisors: Hyper-V, VMware, Xen. It can also support KVM, LXC and UML via the LibVirt library, which enables virtualization management.
- Neutron: it is part of networking services and is responsible for provisioning the virtual or physical networks that the compute instances connect to upon booting. It delivers a networking-as-a-service (NaaS) in virtual compute environments.
- Keystone: it is part of shared services and provides identity and authentication for all OpenStack services.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed multiform framework.

1 https://www.openstack.org
Fig. 2. Implementation of the bridge between OpenStack and SimGrid.

B. Connecting OpenStack to target systems

The connection of OpenStack to hardware execution platforms is usually straightforward. This is achieved via the Libvirt driver, which allows the Nova Compute Service to communicate with the hypervisor installed on the target platform. This covers the left-hand-side branch of the approach depicted in Figure 1.

Now, the remaining challenge concerns the connection to the chosen simulator, named SimGrid [7] (see the right-hand-side branch of the flow in Figure 1). Here, we replace the Libvirt driver by a “fake” driver that mimics its functionality. OpenStack developers created this Fake Driver to test cloud platforms when scaling up a given infrastructure. This requires many compute nodes which sometimes are not available or in any case very costly. More precisely, the Fake Driver enables Nova Compute Nodes to answer all requests from the other OpenStack projects without errors while generating fake information. In this way, OpenStack has the illusion that there are real physical compute nodes. Such a mechanism allows one to test the OpenStack platform without having actual machines. Then, some problems, such as network congestion or high latency, can be easily addressed by using the Fake Driver when scaling up the system.

C. The SimGrid simulator

SimGrid [7] is a framework to simulate distributed computer systems, providing information such as execution time and energy consumption. It enables studies in the domains of data-Grids, IaaS Clouds, Clusters, High-Performance Computing, Volunteer Computing, and Peer-to-Peer systems. It can be used to either assess abstract algorithms or to profile and debug real distributed applications. It is free software that aims at assisting developers to explore the best platform configurations given an application.

More concretely, a SimGrid simulation usually employs a Master thread which is in charge of the deployment of the infrastructure described on an XML file and sends all commands to them. The master thread of SimGrid, therefore, acts as a hypervisor. It includes some commands such as createVM, DeleteVM, assign a task to a VM, etc. The accuracy issue of the SimGrid has already been addressed in [7].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FRAMEWORK

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed framework. We exploit the Fake Driver and the potential of SimGrid to simulate the behavior of very large cloud infrastructure on a single physical machine. While the Fake Driver gives information about the control plane (for example, database,
messaging queue, nova-scheduler) when the system scales up, our implementation produces information about the execution time and energy consumption of the simulated tasks.

A. Deployment of OpenStack

The implemented system consists of a physical machine that runs a controller node and a compute node onto two different VMs using either Kolla or Devstack deployment. The controller node includes all the core projects allowing to deploy and manage the cloud infrastructure. Kolla provides tools to build container images for OpenStack services. For instance, it provides Docker containers for deploying OpenStack on a bare-metal or virtual machine. On the other hand, DevStack consists of extensible scripts used to quickly deploy a complete OpenStack environment. It is quite practical for the functional testing of OpenStack.

B. Focus on the Fake Driver

On the other hand, the compute node deploys the Neutron agent service, Telemetry service, and Nova compute services with the Fake Driver in place of the Libvirt driver. Here, the Fake Driver is a python API, with useful functions as in LibVirt, but each function just returns a success without executing any further instructions. For instance via the Fake Driver, the system can be notified access to 1000 CPUs, 781.3GB of RAM memory and 585.9TB of storage. These values can be changed in the python file if needed.

C. From Fake Driver to SimGrid

A TCP/IP bridge is considered as a mean for sending commands to a thread in charge of running the SimGrid simulation. TCP/IP is a popular protocol of the Internet providing a reliable, ordered and error-checked delivery of a stream between different applications. Concretely, the master thread in SimGrid handles the TCP/IP connection with the Fake Driver and distributes workloads over the worker threads for execution. Afterward, it retrieves the output results from the simulation and sends them back to the driver for monitoring appliance. For this purpose, a TCP/IP connection is put in each function of the Fake Driver. It sends the information to SimGrid and waits for an acknowledgment of OpenStack services. By doing so, we replace the physical cluster by the simulated platform. The resulting implemented mechanism, therefore, synchronizes the simulated time in SimGrid with the execution time in OpenStack.

V. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup description

Our experimental setup is based on two hosts on which the components of the OpenStack execute. We use VMs instead of bare metal servers because they can be easily created and managed. These two “virtual” hosts are connected to the Internet by NAT13. They are connected to two Host-only network interfaces allowing them to communicate with each other and with the actual host machine.

The first VM plays the role of a controller node. It is the most important and includes most of OpenStack components. The second VM represents the network node and hosts the Neutron service. Then, with the Kolla containerization, we can create as many fake compute nodes as needed. Each of them run in a container on the controller node.

B. Benchmarking approach

The considered benchmarking model consists of testing the behavior of a cloud platform by evaluating typical scenarios like VM creation and deletion. To achieve the experiments, we use the Rally benchmarking and performance analysis tool for OpenStack. Among the supports provided by Rally, we can mention the automatic measuring and profiling of OpenStack performance. In particular, Rally allows the detection of any scaling and performance issue, and an analysis of how different deployment architectures and hardware affect the performance of OpenStack. These facilities of Rally can be exploited by a user through proper scripts describing some operational scenarios of cloud infrastructure.

Typical scenarios specifying commands such as: booting VMs, deleting VMs, listing VMs, migrating VMs, etc. Rally proposes several such micro-benchmarks useful to test the platform. In the sequel, we use the VM booting and deleting micro-benchmarks for simplicity reasons. But, advanced scenarios involving VM migration and workload execution could be considered into the framework, as well. The results of these micro-benchmarks are collected and analyzed from diverse perspectives: either with SimGrid visualization tools or via Rally by exploiting the statistics generated from the system simulation via OpenStack.

C. Results

A typical working scenario has been tested which consists in alternating the boot and deletion of virtual machines, in a sequence of 10 iterations. For this purpose, we defined a Rally script that delivers the corresponding commands to OpenStack. Next, the commands are forwarded to the SimGrid simulation through the Fake Driver and the TCP/IP bridge.

A given scenario is launched in Rally

Rally sends commands to Nova

Nova sends statistics to Rally for analysis

Novo selects a node and asks selected node to execute commands

Fake driver forwards the information to SimGrid Master thread

Master thread triggers command execution on worker threads

Fake driver sends boot information to Nova

Information on selected Node treated via fake driver

Master thread sends back results to Fake driver

Fig. 3. Steps in a single iteration of commands execution.

The commands are executed afterward on the simulated platform within SimGrid by the Master thread. The statistics
of the simulated scenario, e.g. execution time, is ultimately returned to Rally, through OpenStack. Figure 3 represents the different steps within any single iteration where some commands (e.g. VM booting, deletion) are executed in our devised software flow.

**Temporal evolution of the simulated scenario in SimGrid.**

The visual execution trace generated by the SimGrid simulation is shown in Figure 4. The left-hand side part corresponds to threads instances. The yellow-colored scope represents the activity on the Master thread side, while the red-colored scope describes the action on the host thread side. Note that the host thread receives commands to execute from the master thread.

In Figure 4, a Master thread instance starts execution at instant 0 (i.e. the yellow segments above the red horizontal line). After a few seconds, it issues a VM boot command, sent to a Host thread instance. On the completion of the boot operation (i.e. the light-blue segments below the red horizontal line), the Master thread takes back the control of the execution. After a few idle seconds, the Master thread issues a deletion command for the VM booted previously by the Host thread instance. Upon deletion, the control is returned to the Master thread instance. The same scenarios are iterated nine times, until the completion of the Master thread execution. The duration between the very first command issued by the Master thread instance and the very last command it receives from the Host thread instance is about 45 sec.

Another perspective of the simulation statistics acquired from SimGrid is shown in Table I and Figure 5. The former provides global timing statistics while the latter focuses on the detailed breakdown between idle time and active times for each of the 10 boot-delete iterations. These statistics result from Rally, which retrieves the data from OpenStack itself connected to SimGrid. The aim of this perspective is to validate the correct synchronization between the OpenStack command management and the SimGrid simulation.

According to the statistics summarized in Table I, the average time for booting and deleting a VM is about 5.36 sec. The execution of the boot command takes on average 3.96 sec while that of delete command takes 2.39 sec. The average idle period is 1 sec. Further useful information is also available, such as the percentage of successful command execution over the whole iterations; the minimum, median and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Minimum delay (sec)</th>
<th>Median delay (sec)</th>
<th>Maximum delay (sec)</th>
<th>Average delay (sec)</th>
<th>Successful completion (%)</th>
<th>Iteration count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nova.boot_server</td>
<td>3.753</td>
<td>3.992</td>
<td>4.133</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nova.delete_server</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.386</td>
<td>2.511</td>
<td>2.399</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>6.116</td>
<td>6.358</td>
<td>6.571</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration</td>
<td>5.116</td>
<td>5.358</td>
<td>5.571</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idle_duration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
maximum delays of each command.

*Energy consumption of the simulated scenario in SimGrid.*

Finally, the evolution of the energy consumption corresponding to Host 1 is illustrated in Figure 6. It has been obtained from SimGrid based on the simulation of two different tasks representing the boot and deletion commands. The figure mainly shows the increase in energy during the processing of the twenty commands.

![Energy consumption of Host 1 from the SimGrid simulation.](image)

**VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES**

In this paper, we presented the implementation of a versatile software framework that enables the multiform and seamless evaluation of distributed systems: from fast and flexible simulation to actual system execution. We build a bridge between the OpenStack standard software infrastructure with the popular SimGrid distributed system simulator. This paves the way for the multiform design exploration of distributed systems. As a preliminary validation of the proposed framework, we illustrated a simple execution scenario consisting of virtual machine booting and deletion on a cloud computing infrastructure model. The source code defining the implementation of the proposed bridge between OpenStack and SimGrid is freely available. It currently covers the commands illustrated in the previous section only.

Our future work aims at integrating further design evaluation metrics (e.g., communication bandwidth, energy/power consumption) beyond the timing information currently reported in the output of Rally. We also plan to design full test scenarios that cover representative cloud system operations so as to assess the scalability of the defined framework.
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